Paris Airshow - SPECIAL

16-22 JUN

- REVISED This year we are moving north after the airshow, to visit some airfields around Holland
and Belgium to allow a chance to visit an area that we haven’t covered much recently.
FRI 16 Leave the UK in the evening via our sailing to Calais.
SAT 17 Arrive early at PARIS CDG for the morning departures. We have the option to leave at 12 noon
for a quick visit to LE BOURGET, returning to CDG afterwards. On arrival we check-in to our airport hotel
the IBIS STYLES next to the mound and train station. We have the rest of the day free here to spot from
the terminals, the mound or your hotel room.
SUN 18 We have a morning departure to ORLY. We spend all morning here, until departing for TOUSSOUS.
We have a tour of the airport, then head back to our hotel at CDG for the rest of the afternoon. There is also
an option to go straight back to CDG.
MON 19 We have a quick circuit of the airport before the short drive to LE BOURGET for the airshow.
As usual we drop at the top of the airport and you can spend the whole day at the show. We leave in the
afternoon via a quick visit to CDG and drive back to our overnight hotel, north of Paris.
TUE 20 Today we start at Lille then continue, with short visits to CHARLEROI, LIEGE, MAASTRICHT then
finally AMSTERDAM and our overnight stop at our normal hotel overlooking the airport.
WED 21 After breakfast we make visits to LELYSTADT and it’s museum, then HILVERSUM and TEUGE.
We then return for our 2nd night at Amsterdam. You have the option of a FULL DAY at Schiphol.
THU 22 Quick look around AMS before stops at ROTTERDAM, WOENSDRECHT, ANTWERP, BRUSSELS
and a quick look into OSTEND. Then it’s back to our ferry at Calais, returning late evening.

As usual, there is the chance to fly out or back and join anywhere enroute
Price includes TRADE DAY airshow tickets. 4 nights Airports hotels with
breakfasts and FREE use of airport hotel Shuttles.
As we will have several coaches in the area there will be a choice of leaving the
airshow at 1400, 1530 or 1700 and returning to CDG, for extra time there.

UPGRADE

£70
Cost: £475

Deposit: £135

Single room: £205

Includes: Coach transportation, Ferries, Airshow tickets, 5 nights hotel (B&B)

